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THE ADAPTED HYPER-KA¨HLER STRUCTURE ON THE
CROWN DOMAIN
LAURA GEATTI AND ANDREA IANNUZZI
Abstract. Let Ξ be the crown domain associated with a non-compact irre-
ducible hermitian symmetric space G{K. We give an explicit description of the
unique G-invariant adapted hyper-Ka¨hler structure on Ξ, i. e. compatible with
the adapted complex structure Jad and with the G-invariant Ka¨hler structure
of G{K. We also compute invariant potentials of the involved Ka¨hler metrics
and the associated moment maps.
Roma, 5 novembre 2017
1. Introduction
A quaternionic complex structure on a 4n-dimensional real manifold consists
of three complex structures I, J, K such that IJK “ ´Id. It is called hyper-
Ka¨hler if there exist 2-forms ωI , ωJ , ωK which are Ka¨hler for I, J, K, respec-
tively, and define the same Riemannian metric given by
gp ¨ , ¨ q “ ωIp ¨ , I ¨ q “ ωJp ¨ , J ¨ q “ ωKp ¨ , K ¨ q .
A hyper-Ka¨hler manifold is holomorphic symplectic with respect to any of its
complex structures, e.g. the complex symplectic form ωJ ` iωK is holomorphic
with respect to I.
Let pG{K, g0q be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space. In [BiGa96a],
O. Biquard and B. Gauduchon proved that in the compact case the holomorphic
cotangent bundle T ˚G{K1,0, endowed with its canonical holomorphic symplectic
form ωCcan, carries a unique G-invariant hyper-Ka¨hler metric whose restriction to
G{K, identified with the zero section, coincides with g0 (see also [Cal79]). They
also showed that in the non-compact case such a hyper-Ka¨hler metric only exists
on an appropriate tubular neighbourhood of G{K in T ˚G{K1,0.
Identify T ˚G{K1,0 – T ˚G{K with the tangent bundle TG{K via the metric g0.
For G{K a classical Hermitian symmetric space, A. S. Dancer and R. Szo¨ke
([DaSz97]) have shown that the hyper-Ka¨hler metric constructed in [BiGa96a] is
determined by ωCcan and the pull-back of the so-called adapted complex structure
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Jad (see [LeSz91] and [GuSt91]) via a G-equivariant fiber preserving diffeomor-
phism of the tangent bundle TG{K. This suggests that, on the maximal domain
of existence of Jad, there exists a G-invariant hyper-Ka¨hler structure which in-
cludes Jad.
In this paper we consider an arbitrary non-compact Hermitian symmetric space
G{K. We regard the maximal domain of existence of the adapted complex struc-
ture as a G -invariant domain Ξ in the Lie group complexification GC{KC of
G{K, where Jad coincides with the complex structure of G
C{KC (cf. [BHH03]).
In the literature Ξ is referred to as the crown domain associated with G{K.
We show that indeed Ξ admits a unique G-invariant adapted hyper-Ka¨hler
structure, i.e. such that J “ Jad and the restriction of pI, ωIq to G{K coincides
with the Ka¨hler structure defined by g0. The adapted hyper-Ka¨hler structure
coincides with the pull-back of the hyper-Ka¨hler structure determined by O.
Biquard and P. Gauduchon. However, it satisfies different initial conditions and
its uniqueness does not follow from their arguments. Moreover, from the condition
J “ Jad it is easy to deduce that the forms ωI and ωK are locally G
C-invariant
(Lemma 7.2), a fact which was not evident from the previous investigations.
For all the quantities involved in the adapted hyper-Ka¨hler structure, we pro-
vide explicit formulas in Lie theoretical terms. In the case of G{K compact, one
can adopt a similar strategy to obtain a unique invariant adapted hyper-Ka¨hler
structure on the whole complexification GC{KC – TG{K.
In order to state our main result we need to fix some notation. Let k‘p be the
Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G with respect to K. Let a be a
maximal abelian subalgebra of p and denote by Σ the associated restricted root
system. The crown domain associated with G{K in GC{KC is by definition
Ξ “ G exp iΩKC{KC ,
where Ω :“ tH P a : |αpHq| ă pi
2
, @α P Σu is the cell defined by D. N. Akhiezer
and S. G. Gindikin in [AkGi90]. The closed subset exp iΩKC{KC is a G-slice
of Ξ.
Let I0 be the G-invariant complex structure of G{K. On p – TeKG{K, it
coincides with the adjoint action of a central element of k (see (5)). Its C-linear
extension to pC is also denoted by I0. The conjugation with respect to p of an
element Z in pC is indicated by Z.
The Killing form of gC, as well as its restrictions to pC and to p, is denoted
by B. The standard G-invariant Ka¨hler structure pI0, ω0q on G{K is uniquely
determined by its restriction to p , namely ω0p ¨ , ¨ q “ BpI0 ¨ , ¨ q. Finally, for
z P GC{KC and Z P gC , let
rZz :“ dds ˇˇs“0 exppsZq ¨ z
be the vector field induced by the holomorphic GC-action on GC{KC. Our main
result is as follows.
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Theorem. Let G{K be an irreducible, non-compact Hermitian symmetric space
endowed with its standard G-invariant Ka¨hler structure, and let Ξ be the asso-
ciated crown domain. There exists a unique G-invariant adapted hyper-Ka¨hler
structure pI, J,K, ωI , ωJ , ωKq on Ξ, i.e. such that J “ Jad and the Ka¨hler
structure pI, ωIq coincides with pI0, ω0q when restricted to G{K.
paq The symplectic J-holomorphic form ωI ´ iωK is the restriction of a G
C-
invariant form on GC{KC and is uniquely determined by
pωI ´ iωKqpZ,W q “ BpI0Z, W q ,
for Z, W P pC – TeKCG
C{KC.
pbq For z “ aKC on the G-slice exp iΩKC{KC of Ξ, the G-invariant complex
structure I is given by
I rZz “ĄI0Zz .
Let tA1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Aru be the basis of a defined in (2) and (3) of Section 2 and
C :“ BpA1, A1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ BpAr, Arq. Write a “ exp iH , where H “
řr
j“1 tjAj .
pcq Let ρ0 be a potential of ω0 and let p : Ξ Ñ G{K the G-equivariant
projection given by ppgaKCq “ gK. A potential of ωI is given by ρ0 ˝ p ` ρI ,
where the G-invariant function ρI is defined by
ρIpgaK
Cq :“ ´C
4
ř
j fIp2tjq ,
with fI a real valued function satisfying
sinx
cos x
f 1Ipxq “ cosx´ 1.
pdq A G-invariant potential of ωJ is given by
ρJpgaK
Cq :“ ´C
4
řr
j“1 cosp2tjq .
The moment map µJ : ΞÑ g
˚ associated with ρJ is given by
µJpgaK
CqpXq “ BpAdg´1X,ΨpHqq ,
where Ψp
řr
j“1 tjAjq “
1
2
řr
j“1 sinp2tjqAj .
We sketch the strategy of the proof. If such a G-invariant hyper-Ka¨hler struc-
ture exists, then the forms ωI and ωK are necessarily restrictions of G
C-invariant
forms on GC{KC (Lemma 7.2). It follows that they coincide with the forms given
in (a) (Rem. 7.4). A standard argument also shows that they are closed (Lemma
5.2(iii)).
The forms ωI , ωK , the complex structure J “ Jad, and the almost complex
structure I defined in (b), determine a G-invariant quaternionic almost complex
structure. Then, by a result of N. J. Hitchin, the integrability of I and K :“ IJ
follows from the closeness of ωJp ¨ , ¨ q :“ ωIpJ ¨ , I ¨ q ([Hit87], Lemma 6.8). This
property is proved by showing that the G-invariant function ρJ defined in (d)
is a potential of ωJ by means of restricted root theory and moment map tech-
niques (Prop. 6.2). As a result, p I, J, K , ωI , ωJ , ωKq is a G-invariant adapted
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hyper-Ka¨hler structure, as claimed. A similar strategy is used to obtain the G-
invariant potential ρI of ωI ´ p
˚ω0 indicated in (c) (Prop. 8.2). Such potential
is expressed in terms of a real function fI satisfying a simple trigonometric dif-
ferential equation (cf. [BiGa96a], Thm. 1). A proof of uniqueness of the adapted
hyper-Ka¨hler structure is outlined in Section 7. In the case of G “ SL2pRq, all
details are given in Appendix A.
As a further application of the above techniques, we also provide a Lie theo-
retical formulation of the pull-back to Ξ of the canonical real symplectic form
on the cotangent bundle T ˚G{K (Appendix B).
The exposition is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect the basic facts
which are needed in the sequel. In Section 3 we introduce the (almost) complex
structure I. In Section 4 we express in a Lie theoretical fashion the inverse of
the G-equivariant diffeomorphism introduced in [DaSz97]. This leads to a useful
expression of I which is exploited in the computation of 2iBB¯JρJ . In Section 5
we introduce the forms ωI , ωJ , ωK and study their basic properties. In Section 6
we show that the G-invariant function ρJ is a potential of ωJ and compute the
associated moment map. In Section 7 we prove the main theorem by assembling
the results obtained in other sections. In Section 8 we show that the G-invariant
function ρI is a potential of ωI ´ p
˚ω0.
2. Preliminaries
Let g be a non-compact semisimple Lie algebra and let k be a maximal com-
pact subalgebra of g . Denote by θ the Cartan involution of g with respect to
k, with Cartan decomposition g “ k ‘ p. Let a be a maximal abelian subspace
in p. The dimension of a is by definition the rank of G{K. The adjoint action
of a decomposes g as
g “ a‘m‘
à
αPΣ
gα,
where m is the centralizer of a in k, the joint eigenspace gα “ tX P g | rH,Xs “
αpHqX, for every H P au is the α-restricted root space and Σ consists of those
α P a˚ for which gα ­“ t0u. Denote by B the Killing form of g, as well as its
holomorphic extension to gC (which coincides with the Killing form of gC).
For α P Σ, consider the θ-stable space grαs :“ gα ‘ g´α, and denote by krαs
and prαs the projections of grαs onto k and p, respectively. Then
k “ m‘
à
αPΣ`
krαs and p “ a‘
à
αPΣ`
prαs (1)
are B-orthogonal decompositions of k and p, respectively.
Lemma 2.1. Every element X in p decomposes in a unique way as
Xa `
ř
αPΣ` P
α,
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where Xa P a and P
α P prαs. The vector P α can be written uniquely as P α “
Xα ´ θXα, where Xα is the component of X in the root space gα. Moreover,
rH,P αs “ αpHqKα, where Kα is the element in krαs uniquely defined by Kα “
Xα ` θXα.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is an easy exercise. 
The restricted root system of a Lie algebra g of Hermitian type is either of
type Cr (if G{K is of tube type) or of type BCr (if G{K is not of tube type),
i.e. there exists a basis te1, . . . , eru of a
˚ for which Σ “ Σ` Y´Σ`, with
Σ` “ t2ej, 1 ď j ď r, ek ˘ el, 1 ď k ă l ď ru, for type Cr,
Σ` “ tej , 2ej , 1 ď j ď r, ek ˘ el, 1 ď k ă l ď ru, for type BCr .
With the above choice of a positive system Σ`, the roots
λ1 :“ 2e1, . . . , λr :“ 2er
form a maximal set of long strongly orthogonal positive restricted roots (i.e. such
that λk ˘ λl R Σ, for k ­“ l).
For every j “ 1, . . . , r, the root space gλj is one-dimensional. Fix Ej P gλj
such that the slp2q-triples tEj , θEj , Aj :“ rθE
j, Ejsu are normalized as follows
rAj, E
js “ 2Ej, for j “ 1, . . . , r. (2)
The vectors tA1, . . . , Aru form a B-orthogonal basis of a and
rEk, Els “ rEk, θEls “ 0, rAk, E
ls “ λlpAkqE
l “ 0, for k ­“ l . (3)
For j “ 1, . . . , r, define
Kj :“ Ej ` θEj and P j :“ Ej ´ θEj. (4)
Denote by I0 the G-invariant complex structure of G{K. On p – TeKG{K,
it coincides with the adjoint action of the element Z0 P Zpkq given by
Z0 “ S `
1
2
řr
j“1K
j , (5)
for some element S P m (see Lemma 2.4 in [GeIa13]). The complex structure I0
permutes the blocks of the decomposition (1) of p. Indeed, from the normaliza-
tions (2) and (3), one sees that
I0P
j “ rZ0, P
js “ Aj and I0Aj “ rZ0, Ajs “ ´P
j , (6)
for j “ 1, . . . , r. In particular I0a “
Àr
j“1 prλjs. Moreover, one can easily check
that
I0prek ` els “ prek ´ els , I0prejs “ prejs (non-tube case). (7)
For a “ exp iH , with H P a, define a C-linear operator Fa : p
C Ñ pC by
Fa :“ pi# ˝ Ada´1 |pC , (8)
where pi# : g
C Ñ pC be the linear projection along kC. One easily checks that
FaA “ A and FaP
α “ cosαpHqP α , (9)
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for all A P a and P α P prαs. In particular, for every H P Ω, the operator Fa is
an isomorphism and Fappq “ p.
For z P GC{KC and Z P gC, letrZz :“ dds ˇˇs“0 exppsZq ¨ z (10)
be the vector field induced by the holomorphic GC-action on GC{KC. For z “
aKC on the slice of Ξ and Z P pC, one hasrZz “ a˚FaZ, a˚Z “ČF´1a Zz. (11)
Denote by Ξ1 the G-invariant subdomain of Ξ defined by
Ξ1 :“ G exp iΩ1KC , (12)
where Ω1 :“ tH P Ω : αpHq ­“ 0, @α P Σu is the regular subset of Ω. Note that
Ω1 is dense in Ω and Ξ1 is dense in Ξ.
Later on, in the computation of the potentials of the various Ka¨hler forms, we
need the identities contained in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Fix z “ aKC, with a “ exp iH and H P Ω1. Decompose Y P p as
Y “ Ya `
ř
αQ
α , where Ya P a and Q
α “ Y α ´ θY α P prαs (see Lemma 2.1).
Then
(i) ĂiY z “ dds ˇˇs“0 exp sC exp ipH ` sYaqKC , where
C :“ ´
ř
α
cosαpHq
sinαpHq
Kα and Kα :“ Y α ` θY α.
(ii) ĄiQαz “ a˚iFaQα “ ´ cosαpHqsinαpHq ĂKαz.
(iii) ĂKαz “ ´sinαpHqa˚iQα.
Proof. (i) By (11) one hasĂiY z “ a˚FaiY “ a˚`iYa `řα cosαpHqiQα˘ . (13)
On the other hand, for Kα “ Y α` θY α and C “
ř
α cαK
α, Campbell-Hausdorff
formula yields
exp sC exp ipH ` sYaqK
C “ a exp sAda´1C exp siYaK
C “
“ a exppsAda´1C ` siYa `
s2
2
rAda´1C, iYas ` . . .qK
C.
Differentiating the above expression at 0, one obtains
a˚pi#pAda´1C ` iYaq “ a˚
`
iYa ´
ř
α cα sinαpHqiQ
α
˘
.
Then the required identity follows by taking cα “ ´
cosαpHq
sinαpHq
.
(ii) This is a special case of (i).
(iii) By setting C “ Kα and Ya “ 0 in the proof of (i), one obtainsĂKαz “ a˚pi#Ada´1Kα “ ´a˚ sinαpHqiQα .
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
3. The complex structure I
In this section we introduce a new G-invariant almost complex structure I
on Ξ. Its integrability will be settled in Section 7. Eventually, I, J “ Jad
and K :“ IJ will be the three complex structures of our hyper-Ka¨hler structure
on Ξ.
Definition 3.1. For gaKC in Ξ and Z P pC the G-invariant (almost) complex
structure I is defined by
Ig˚ rZaKC “ g˚ĄI0ZaKC .
We claim that the above definition is well posed. Suppose that z “ gaKC “
g1a1KC , for some g, g1 P G and a, a1 P exp iΩ, and that g˚ rZaKC “ g1˚ rUa1KC, for
some Z, U P pC. This is equivalent to g “ g1wk and a “ w´1a1w, for some
w P NKpaq and z P ZKpaq (see [KrSt05], Prop.4.1), and AdwkZ “ U . Then
Ig1˚
rUa1KC “ g1˚ĄI0Ua1KC “ g1˚ ČI0AdwkZwaw´1KC “ g1˚pwkq˚ĄI0ZaKC “
“ g˚
ĄI0ZaKC “ Ig˚ rZaKC,
as claimed.
By equations (11) one has
Ia˚Z “ IČF´1a Zz “ ČI0F´1a Zz “ a˚FaI0F´1a Z (14)
for every z “ aKC on the slice of Ξ. In particular, for α P Σ` Y t0u and
P α P prαs with I0P
α P prβs, one has
Ia˚P
α “ a˚
cos βpHq
cosαpHq
I0P
α .
From Definition 3.1 it is also clear that I2 “ ´Id and IJ “ ´JI. Then,
by defining K :“ IJ , one obtains a quaternionic (almost) complex structure
pI, J, Kq on Ξ.
Proposition 3.2. The G-equivariant projection
p : ΞÑ G{K gaKC Ñ gK ,
is holomorphic with respect to the G-invariant complex structures I on Ξ and
I0 on G{K.
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Proof. Since p is G-equivariant, it is sufficient to consider its restriction to the
slice. Let Z “ X ` iY be an element of pC, with X, Y P p. We claim that the
differential p˚ : TΞÑ TG{K at z “ aK
C, is given by
p˚p rZzq “ p˚p rXzq ` p˚pĂiY zq “ X.
It is straightforward to check that p˚p rXzq “ X . In order to verify that p˚pĂiY zq “
0, write Y “ Ya `
ř
αQ
α, according to Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 2.2(i) one hasĂiY z “ dds ˇˇs“0 exp sC exp siYaaKC, for an appropriate element C P k. Then from
the definition of p it follows that p˚pĂiY zq “ 0. Now for Z P pC one has
p˚pI rZzq “ p˚pĄI0Zzq “ p˚pĄI0Xzq ´ p˚piĄI0Y zq “ I0X “ I0p˚p rZzq,
which concludes the proof of the statement. 
4. The inverse of Dancer-Szo¨ke’s deformation vs. the complex
structure I
In this section we define a G-equivariant diffeomorphism ψ of the tangent
bundle TG{K with the property that our complex structure I is the pull-back
via ψ of the natural complex structure of the holomorphic cotangent bundle
T ˚G{K1,0 – T ˚G{K – TG{K (see also Rem. 10.2). The map ψ is the inverse
of the diffeomorphism introduced in [DaSz97], Sect. 4. However, here ψ and I
are expressed in a Lie theoretical fashion, a fact that will be repeatedly exploited
in the sequel.
By identifying the tangent bundle TG{K with the homogeneous vector bundle
GˆK p, the map ψ is completely determined by its restriction Ψ: pÑ p, namely
ψrg,Xs “ rg,ΨpXqs, for g P G and X P p. Note that ψ maps every fiber into
itself.
Let Z0 P Zpkq be the element inducing the complex structure I0 on p and let
pi# : g
C Ñ pC be the linear projection along kC.
Lemma 4.1. Let Ψ : p Ñ p be the map defined by
ΨpY q :“ ´I0 ˝ J ˝ pi# ˝ Adexp iY Z0 .
Then
(i) Ψ is AdK-equivariant,
(ii) for H “
ř
j tjAj in a one has
ΨpHq “ 1
2
řr
j“1 sin λjpHqAj “
1
2
řr
j“1 sinp2tjqAj .
Proof. (i) Since Z0 lies in the center of k, for every k P K one has Adexp iAdkY Z0 “
Adk exp iYZ0 “ Adk ˝ Adexp iY Z0. Now the statement follows from the AdK-
equivariance of all the remaining maps in the composition defining Ψ.
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(ii) One has
Adexp iHZ0 “ e
adiHZ0 “ cos adHZ0 ` i sin adHZ0 “
“
ř
ně0
p´1qn
p2nq!
ad2nH Z0 ` i
ř
ně0
p´1qn
p2n`1q!
ad2n`1H Z0.
Lemma 2.1 and relations (5) and (6), imply that
ad2nH Z0 “
1
2
ř
j λ
2n
j pHqK
j , ad2n`1H Z0 “
1
2
ř
j λ
2n`1
j pHqP
j.
It follows that the pC-component of Adexp iHZ0 is given by
pi#Adexp iHZ0 “
i
2
ř
j sinλjpHqP
j “ i
2
ř
j sinp2tjqP
j ,
and
´I0 ˝ J ˝ pi# ˝ Adexp iHZ0 “
“ ´I0 ˝ J
`
i
2
ř
j sinλjpHqP
j
˘
“ 1
2
I0
ř
j sinλjpHqPj “
1
2
ř
j sinp2tjqAj ,
as claimed. 
For a “ exp iH , with H P Ω, consider the C-linear map Ea : p
C Ñ pC
uniquely defined by
Ea :“ pi# ˝ rEa|pC ,
where rEa : gC Ñ gC is given by rEa “ řně0 p´1qnpn`1q!adniH , and has the property
that (cf. [Var84], Thm. 2.14.3, p. 108) pexp˚qiH “ pexp iHq˚ rEa. One can verify
that
EaA “ A, EaP
α “ sinαpHq
αpHq
P α, (15)
for all A P a and P α P prαs, with α P Σ.
Lemma 4.2. Fix a “ exp iH, with H P Ω1, and P α P prαs. Then
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
Adexp ipH`sPαqZ0 “
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
Adexp´s Kα
αpHq
exp iHZ0 .
Proof. Since AdGCZ0 – G
C{KC the statement can be reformulated as
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp ipH ` sP αqKC “ d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp´s K
α
αpHq
exp iHKC .
By the definition of Ea, the left-hand side is a˚EaiP
α; likewise the right-hand
side is
´a˚pi#Ada´1
1
αpHq
Kα “ a˚
sinαpHq
αpHq
iP α “ a˚EaiP
α.

Fix H P a. Identify as usual THp and TΨpHqp, the tangent spaces to p at H
and at ΨpHq, with p. Consider the differential pΨ˚qH : pÑ p of Ψ at H .
Lemma 4.3. (cf. [DaSz97], Lemma 2.4) Fix a “ exp iH, with H “
ř
j tjAj in
Ω1. Then
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(i) pΨ˚qHAj “ cosλjpHqAj, for all j “ 1, . . . , r,
(ii) pΨ˚qHP
α “ αpΨpHqq
αpHq
P α, for all P α P prαs with α P Σ`.
In particular pΨ˚qH is self-adjoint with respect to the Killing form B.
Proof. Part (i) follows from the definition of Ψ.
(ii) By Lemma 4.2 and the AdK-equivariance of Ψ one has
pΨ˚qHP
α “ d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ΨpH ` sP αq “ ´I0 ˝ J ˝ pi#
`
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
Adexp ipH`sPαqZ0
˘
“
“ ´I0 ˝ J ˝ pi#
`
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
Ad
exp´s
Kα
αpHq
exp iH
Z0
˘
“ d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
Ad
exp´s
Kα
αpHq
ΨpHq
“ ´r K
α
αpHq
, ΨpHqs “ αpΨpHqq
αpHq
P α .

Extend C-linearly pΨ˚qH : p
C Ñ pC, and define a G-invariant, real analytic
map L : exp iΩ1 Ñ GLppCq by
aÑ La :“ I0F
´1
a pΨ˚qHE
´1
a .
Lemma 4.4. Given a P exp iΩ1 one has La “ FaI0F
´1
a . In particular L extends
real-analytically to exp iΩ and
Ia˚Z “ a˚LaZ ,
for every Z P pC.
Proof. Since the maps Fa, Ea and pΨ˚qH are C-linear and commute, the state-
ment of the lemma is equivalent to
pΨ˚qHE
´1
a “ ´I0FaI0 (16)
on p. Recall that I0 permutes the blocks of decomposition (1), namely
I0Aj P pr2ejs, I0prejs “ prejs, I0prek ` els “ prek ´ els .
As λj “ 2ej , by (6) and Lemma 4.3, one easily verifies that
pΨ˚qHE
´1
a Aj “ cosλjpHqAj “ ´I0FaI0Aj
and that
pΨ˚qHE
´1
a I0Aj “
λjpΨpHqq
sinλjpHq
I0Aj “ I0Aj “ ´I0FaI0 I0Aj .
If I0prαs “ prβs, with α, β ­“ 0, then we have that pΨ˚qHE
´1
a P
α “ ´I0FaI0P
α
if and only if the following identity holds true
αpΨpHqq “ sinαpHq cosβpHq. (17)
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For α “ β “ ek, equation (17) becomes
1
2
sin 2tk “ sin tk cos tk, which is obviously
verified. For α “ ek ˘ el and β “ ek ¯ el, equation (17) becomes
1
2
psin 2tk ˘ sin 2tlq “ sinptk ˘ tlq cosptk ¯ tlq,
which can be easily checked. 
Remark 4.5. By using the identity
La “ EapΨ˚q
´1
H I0pΨ˚qHE
´1
a
one can also verify that the complex structure I is the pull-back via ψ of the
natural complex structure on the holomorphic cotangent bundle T ˚G{K1,0 –
T ˚G{K – TG{K of G{K (see also Rem. 10.2) .
5. The hyper-ka¨hler structure
In this section we introduce three G-invariant differential 2-forms ωI , ωJ
and ωK on the crown domain Ξ in G
C{KC and study their basic properties.
The forms ωI and ωK are restrictions of G
C-invariant forms on GC{KC and
therefore closed; ωJ will be shown to be closed in Proposition 6.2. The forms ωI ,
ωJ and ωK are invariant under the (almost) complex structures I, J and K,
respectively. Eventually, they will be the three Ka¨hler forms of our hyper-Ka¨hler
structure.
Definition 5.1. For g ¨ z P Ξ, with z “ aKC, and Z P pC define G-invariant
real-analytic forms by
ωIpg˚ rZz, g˚ĂWzq :“ ReBpI0FaZ, FaW q ,
ωJpg˚ rZz, g˚ĂWzq :“ ωIpJ rZz, IĂWzq “ ´ImBpI0FaZ, FaI0W q,
ωKpg˚ rZz, g˚ĂWzq :“ ´ImBpI0FaZ, FaW q,
where Fa “ pi#Ada´1 |pC p see p8 q q.
We claim that the forms ωI , ωJ and ωK are well defined. Indeed, assume
that gaKC “ g1a1KC, for some g, g1 P G and a, a1 P exp iΩ, and that g˚ rZaKC “
h˚ rUa1KC and g˚ĂWaKC “ g1˚rVa1KC, for some Z, U, W, V P pC. This is equivalent
to g “ g1wk and a “ w´1a1w, for some w P NKpaq and z P ZKpaq (see
[KrSt05], Prop.4.1), and in addition AdwkZ “ U and AdwkW “ V . Then,
from the definition of the operator Fa, the AdK-equivariance of pi# and the
AdK-invariance of B, it follows that
BpI0Fa1U, Fa1V q “ BpI0pi#Adwa´1w´1AdwkZ, pi#Adwa´1w´1AdwkW q “
“ BpI0FaZ, FaW q.
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As a result,
ωIpg
1
˚
rUa1KC, g1˚rVa1KCq “ ReBpI0Fa1U, Fa1V q “ ReBpI0FaZ, FaW q “
“ ωIpg˚ rZaKC, g˚ĂWaKCq,
which says that ωI is well defined. A similar reasoning applies to ωK .
The form ωJ is well defined, since the complex structure I and the form ωI
are. For Z,W P pC, one has
ωJpg˚ rZz, g˚ĂWzq “ ωIpJg˚ rZz, Ig˚ĂWzq “ ωIpg˚ĂiZz, g˚ĄI0W zq “
“ ReBpI0FaiZ, FaI0W q “ ´ImBpI0FaZ, FaI0W q.
Lemma 5.2.
(i) On Ξ1 one has
ωJpg˚ rZaKC, g˚ĂWaKCq “ ´ImB`Z, pΨ˚qHE´1a FaW˘.
(ii) For gaKC P Ξ and Z,W P pC, one has
ωIppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q “ ReBpI0Z, W q;
ωJppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q “ ´ImBpI0Z, FaI0F
´1
a W q;
ωKppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q “ ´ImBpI0Z, W q.
(iii) The forms ωI and ωK are locally G
C-invariant and are closed.
Proof. (i) By (16), the quantity on the right-hand side equals
´ImBpZ, pΨ˚qHE
´1
a FaW q “ ´ImBpFaZ, pΨ˚qHE
´1
a W q “
ImBpFaZ, I0FaI0W q “ ´ImBpI0FaZ, FaI0W q ,
as claimed.
(ii) One has a˚Z “ČF´1a ZaKC. The statements about ωI and ωK are immediate.
For ωJ , one has
ωJppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q “ ωIpJpgaq˚Z, Ipgaq˚W q “ ωIppgaq˚iZ, pgaq˚LaW q “
ωIppgaq˚iZ, pgaq˚FaI0F
´1
a W q “ Re iBpI0Z, FaI0F
´1
a W q “ ´ImBpI0Z, FaI0F
´1
a W q.
(iii) We first show that the complex form ωI´iωK is locally G
C-invariant. To this
aim, consider the map pˆ ipˆKC Ñ GC, given by pX, iY, kq Ñ expX exp iY k,
which sends a neighborhood of p0, 0, eq in pˆ ipˆKC onto a neighborhood of
e in GC. For every Y P p one can write exp iY “ h exp iHh´1, for some h P K
and H P a. Then, due to the KC-equivariance of I0, the G
C-invariance of B
and the formulas proved in (ii), for expX exp iY k P exp p exp ipKC one has
pωJ ´ iωKqppexpX exp iY kq˚Z, pexpX exp iY kq˚W q “
“ pωJ ´ iωKqppexpXh exp iHh
´1kq˚Z, pexpXh exp iHh
´1kq˚W q “
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“ BpI0Adh´1kZ, Adh´1kW q “ BpI0Z, W q “ pωJ ´ iωKqpZ, W q .
By letting expX exp iY k vary in a neighborhood of e in GC, one concludes that
the forms are locally GC-invariant near eKC.
Since ωI and ωK are real-analytic, they are restrictions of G
C-invariant forms
on GC{KC. In order to prove that they are closed, we adapt the proof in [Wol84],
Thm. 8.5.6, p. 250, to our complex setting.
Let ω be an arbitrary GC-invariant 2-form on GC{KC. A similar argument as
in [Wol84], Lemma 8.5.5, shows that ω is closed if and only if so is its pull-back
pi˚ω to GC. Since pi is GC-equivariant, the form pi˚ω is GC-invariant. Given
left invariant vector fields pX , pY , xW on GC such that at least one of them lies
in the kernel kC of the differential pi˚ at e, one has
dpi˚ωp pX, pY , xW q ” dpi˚ωp pXe, pYe, xWeq “ pi˚dωpX, Y, W q “
“ dωppi˚X, pi˚Y, pi˚W q “ 0 .
Hence we may assume that X, Y, W P pC. From Cartan’s formula for the external
derivation and the GC-invariance of pi˚ω one has
dpi˚ωp pX, pY , xW q “ pi˚ωp pX, {rY, W sq ´ pi˚ωppY , {rX, W sq ` pi˚ωpxW, {rX, Y sq ,
which vanishes due to the inclusion rpC, pCs Ă kC. 
Lemma 5.3. The form ωI is I-invariant, namely
ωIp ¨ , ¨ q “ ωIpI ¨ , I ¨ q .
Likewise, ωJ is J-invariant and ωK is K-invariant.
Proof. By the G-invariance of the forms, it is sufficient to prove the statements
for z “ aKC in the slice exp iΩKC.
One has
ωIpIa˚Z, Ia˚W q “ ωIpa˚LaZ, a˚LaW q “ ReBpI0LaZ, LaW q “
´ReBpF´1a pΨ˚qHE
´1
a Z, LaW q “ ´ReBpZ, F
´1
a pΨ˚qHE
´1
a LaW q “
´ReBpI0Z, L
2
aW q “ ReBpI0Z, W q “ ReBpI0Z, W q “ ωIpa˚Z, a˚W q .
Similarly, one obtains the J-invariance of ωJ and the K-invariance of ωK . 
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6. An invariant potential for ωJ and the associated moment map
In this section we exhibit a G-invariant potential for ωJ , i.e. a G-invariant,
smooth function ρJ such that 2iBB¯JρJ “ ωJ . The fact that ρJ is J-strictly
plurisubharmonic implies that ωJ is a Ka¨hler form with respect to J . We prove
that 2iBB¯JρJ “ ωJ by applying moment map techniques, namely we use the
following reformulation of Lemma 7.1 in [HeGe07].
Let G be a real Lie group acting by holomorphic transformations on a manifold
M with a complex structure I . For X P LiepGq, denote by rX the vector field on
M induced by the G-action, namely rXz :“ dds ˇˇs“0 exp sX ¨ z. Let ρ :M Ñ R be
a G-invariant, smooth I-strictly plurisubharmonic function. Set dcIρ :“ dρ ˝ I,
so that 2iBB¯Iρ “ ´dd
c
Iρ. Then ´dd
c
Iρ is a G-invariant Ka¨hler form with respect
to I and the map µ :M Ñ LiepGq˚, defined by
µpzqpXq “ dcIρp rXzq ,
for X P LiepGq, is a moment map. It is referred to as the moment map associated
with ρ.
In order to compute the G-invariant form ´ddcIρ, also in the case when ρ is
not known to be I-strictly plurisubharmonic (as we do in Section 8), one can
apply the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let ρ : M Ñ R be a smooth G-invariant function. For X P LiepGq,
define µX :M Ñ R by µXpzq “ dcIρp
rXzq . Then
dµX “ ´ι rXddcIρ .
Proof. The same proof as the one of Lemma 7.1 in [HeSc07] applies to our situa-
tion. Indeed their argument needs neither the compactness of G nor the plurisub-
harmonicity of ρ. 
Proposition 6.2. Let z “ gaKC, with a “ exp iH, be an element in Ξ. The
G-invariant function ρJ : ΞÑ R defined by
ρJpgaK
Cq :“ ´1
4
řr
j“1 cosλjpHqBpAj, Ajq ,
is a strictly plurisubharmonic potential for ωJ . The associated moment map
µJ : ΞÑ g
˚ is given by
µJpgaK
CqpXq “ B
`
Adg´1pXq, ΨpHq
˘
,
for X P g.
Note that BpA1, A1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ BpAr, Arq is a constant depending only on the
symmetric space G{K.
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Proof. The map Ω Ñ R, given by H Ñ ρJpexp iHK
Cq, is strictly convex. Then
Theorem 10 in [BHH03] implies that ρJ is strictly plurisubharmonic.
The form ´ddcJρJ is computed by applying Lemma 6.1. For this we first
determine µXJ pzq :“ d
c
JρJp rXzq. In particular we obtain the moment map µJ
associated with ρJ .
Fix z “ aKC, with a “ exp iH and H P Ω1 (see (12)). Start with X P p and
write Xa “
1
2
ř
j λjpXaqAj for the a-component of X . By Lemma 2.2(i) and the
G-invariance of ρJ , one has
µXJ pzq “ d
c
JρJp
rXzq “ dρJpĂiXzq “ dds ˇˇs“0ρJpexp ipH ` sXaqKCq “
“ ´1
4
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
řr
j“1 cos λjpH ` sXaqBpAj , Ajq “
“ 1
4
řr
j“1 sin λjpHqλjpXaqBpAj , Ajq “ B
`
Xa, ΨpHq
˘
“ B
`
X, ΨpHq
˘
.
The G-invariance of ρJ and of the complex structure J then implies
µXJ pg ¨ zq “ d
c
JρJp rXg¨zq “ dcJρJ p ČAdg´1Xzq “ B`Adg´1X, ΨpHq˘,
for all g P G and X P p. In order to show that such an identity holds true also
for X P k, write X “ M `
ř
αK
α, with M P m and Kα “ Xα ` θXα. Set
P α “ Xα ´ θXα. One has
dcJρJp rXzq “ dds ˇˇs“0ρJpexp siXaKCq “
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ρJ
`
a exp siAda´1XK
C
˘
“ d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ρJ
`
a exp
`
s
ř
α sinαpHqP
α
˘
KC
˘
“
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ρJ
`
exp
`
s
ř
α
sinαpHq
cosαpHq
P α
˘
aKC
˘
“ 0 ,
where the last equality follows from the G-invariance of ρJ . Since a KB k , it
follows that dcJρJp rXzq “ B`X, ΨpHq˘, as wished.
Next we need to show that ´ddcJρJp rZz,ĂWzq “ ωJp rZz,ĂWzq, for all Z, W P pC.
Since both forms are J-invariant, it is enough to show that
´ddcJρJp rXz, ĂWzq “ ωJp rXz, ĂWzq
for all X P p and W P pC. Moreover, since both forms are G-invariant it is
sufficient to prove the above identity at points z “ aKC, with a “ exp iH and
H P Ω1 (see (12)). Write W “ U ` iV , with U, V P p. Then by Lemma 6.1, one
has
´ddcρJ p rXz,ĂWzq “ dµXJ pĂWzq “ dµXJ prUzq ` dµXJ pĄiVzq.
The first summand on the right-hand side is zero:
dµXJ prUzq “ dds ˇˇs“0B`Adexp´sUX, ΨpHq˘ “ dds ˇˇs“0B`X ´ srU,Xs, ΨpHq˘ “ 0 ,
since rU,Xs P k and k KB a.
For the second summand, write V “ Va `
ř
αQ
α, where Va P a and Q
α “
V α ´ θV α P prαs. From Lemma 2.2(i), we get
dµXJ p
ĂiV zq “ dds ˇˇs“0µXJ pexp sC exp ipH ` sVaqKCq “
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“ d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
B
`
X´srC, Xs, ΨpH ` sVaq
˘
“ ´B
`
rC, Xs, ΨpHq
˘
`B
`
X, pΨ˚qHVa
˘
“
“ B
`
X, rC, ΨpHqs
˘
`B
`
X, pΨ˚qHVa
˘
,
where
C “ ´
ř
α
cosαpHq
sinαpHq
Kα and Kα “ V α ` θV α.
Hence
rC, ΨpHqs “
ř
α
αpΨpHqq cosαpHq
sinαpHq
Qα .
In addition, by (9), (15) and Lemma 4.3 (ii), one obtains
pΨ˚qHVa ` rC, ΨpHqs “ pΨ˚qHE
´1
a FaV.
As a result,
´ddcJρJp rXz,ĂWzq “ B`X , pΨ˚qHE´1a FaV ˘ ,
and, for Z “ X ` iY , one has
´ddcJρJ p rZz, ĂWzq “ ´ddcJρJp rXz, ĂWzq ` ddcJρJprYz, ĄiWzq “
“ ´ImB
`
Z, pΨ˚qHE
´1
a FaW
˘
.
From Lemma 5.2(i), it follows that ´ddcJρJ “ ωJ , as desired. 
The plurisubharmonicity of ρJ will also be proved in Proposition 7.1 where
we show that ωJp ¨ , J ¨ q is positive definite.
7. Proof of the theorem
In this section we carry out the proof of the main theorem, mainly by collecting
results proved in the previous sections. As a preliminary step we show that the
forms defined in Section 5 are Ka¨hler with respect to the corresponding palmostq
complex structures.
Proposition 7.1. The G-invariant forms ωI , ωJ , ωK are Ka¨hler with respect
to the corresponding palmost q complex structures I, J, K. Moreover, they define
the same Riemannian metric
gp ¨ , ¨ q “ ωIp ¨ , I ¨ q “ ωJp ¨ , J ¨ q “ ωKp ¨ , K ¨ q .
Proof. The invariance of ωI , ωJ , ωK with respect to the corresponding almost
complex structures was shown in Lemma 5.3. Their closeness was proved in
Lemma 5.2(iii) and Proposition 6.2. From Definition 5.1 it is easy to check that
ωIp ¨ , I ¨ q “ ωJp ¨ , J ¨ q “ ωKp ¨ , K ¨ q. In order to prove that the forms define a
Riemannian metric, note that
ωJppgaq˚X, Jpgaq˚iV q “ ImBpI0X,FaI0Fa´1V q “ 0 ,
for every X P p and iV P ip. As ωJ is J-invariant, it is enough to check that
ωJppgaq˚X, Jpgaq˚Xq “ ReBpI0X,FaI0Fa´1Xq ą 0
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for every X P pzt0u. Since the blocks of decomposition (1) are eigenspaces of the
map Fa (see (9)) and are permuted by the complex structure I0 (see (6)), it is
sufficient to compute ReBpI0P
α, FaI0Fa´1P
αq, for α P Σ` Y t0u. For this, note
that if I0P
α P prβs (with the convention pr0s “ a ), one obtains
ReBpI0P
α, FaI0F
´1
a P
αq “ cos βpHq
cosαpHq
BpI0P
α, I0P
αq “ cos βpHq
cosαpHq
BpP α, P αq ,
which is strictly positive for all H P Ω. 
The next two lemmas are concerned with the uniqueness question for an arbi-
trary G-invariant hyper-Ka¨hler structure pI, J , K, ωI , ωJ , ωKq with the prop-
erty that J “ Jad and the restriction of the Ka¨hler structure pI, ωIq to p –
TeKCG{K coincides with the standard Ka¨hler structure pI0, ω0q of G{K.
Lemma 7.2. Let G{K be an irreducible non-compact Hermitian symmetric
space. Assume that ωI and ωK are elements of a G-invariant, hyper-Ka¨hler
structure on Ξ such that J “ Jad. Then the J -holomorphic symplectic form
ωI ´ iωK is locally G
C-invariant.
Proof. Recall that the local action of GC on Ξ is J -holomorphic and the complex
form ωI ´ iωK is G-invariant and J -holomorphic. Since G is a real form of
GC, the result follows from the analytic continuation principle. 
Denote by I0 : p
C Ñ pC and by I¯0 : p
C Ñ pC the linear and the anti-linear
extension of I0 : p Ñ p, respectively. Then I¯0Z “ I0Z.
Lemma 7.3. Assume that ωI, ωK and J are elements of a G-invariant, hyper-
Ka¨hler structure on Ξ with J “ Jad and such that the Ka¨hler structure pI, ωIq
coincides with pI0, ω0q when restricted to G{K. Then the restrictions of I and
ωI to p
C – TeKCG
C{KC coincide with I¯0 and ReBpI0 ¨ , ¨ q, respectively.
Proof. Recall that the restriction of J “ Jad to p
C is multiplication by i. Since
IJ “ ´J I, for every X P p one has IiX “ ´iIX “ ´iI0X . This says that
the restriction of I to pC coincides with I¯0.
In a hyper-Ka¨hler structure the form ωI is anti-J -invariant. This determines
its restriction to ip “ J p.
Then, in order to show that its restriction to pC coincides with ReBpI0 ¨ , ¨ q,
we are left to show that p and J p are ωI-orthogonal.
For this recall that, by Lemma 7.2, for every t P R the form ωI is exp itZ0-
invariant. Since for X, Y P p one has
Adexp itZ0X “ cosh tX ` sinh t iI0X and Adexp itZ0Y “ cosh t Y ` sinh t iI0Y ,
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it follows that
ωIpX, Y q “ ωIpcosh tX ` sinh tiI0X, cosh tY ` sinh tiI0Y q “
cosh2 t ωIpX, Y q ´ sinh
2 t ωIpI0X, I0Y q`
cosh t sinh t ωIpX, J I0Y q ` cosh t sinh t ωIpJ I0X, Y q .
Thus ωIpX, J I0Y q ` ωIpJ I0X, Y q “ 0 which, by
ωIpX, J I0Y q “ ωIpJX, I0Y q “ ωIpJ I0X, Y q ,
is equivalent to ωIpJX, I0Y q “ 0 for every X, Y in p. That is, p and J p are
ωI-orthogonal, as wished. 
Remark 7.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7.3, the local GC-invariance of
ωI and ωK pLemma 7.2 q implies that
ωIppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q “ ReBpI0Z, W q ,
and
ωKppgaq˚Z, pgaq˚W q “ ωKpZ, W q “ ωIpIZ, IJW q “ ωIpZ, JW q “ ´ImBpI0Z, W q .
Proof of the main Theorem. Let J “ Jad be the adapted complex structure
on Ξ, let I be the almost complex structure defined in Section 3 and K :“ IJ .
Then the usual algebraic properties
I2 “ J2 “ K2 “ ´Id “ IJK
follow directly from Definition 3.1. By Proposition 7.1, the 2-forms ωI , ωJ and
ωK defined in Section 5 are Ka¨hler with respect to the corresponding almost
complex structures and all define the same Riemannian metric. In addition, they
are closed in view of Lemma 5.2(iii) and Proposition 6.2. Now Lemma 6.8 in
[Hit87] implies that I, J and K are integrable. This concludes the proof of the
existence of a hyper-Ka¨hler structure on Ξ with the required properties. The
proof of Part (c) in the main theorem can be found in Section 8.
Finally, we outline a proof of uniqueness of the adapted hyper-Ka¨hler structure.
Let
pI, J , K, ωI , ωJ , ωKq
be an arbitrary G-invariant hyper-Ka¨hler structure with the property that J “
Jad and the restriction of the Ka¨hler structure pI, ωIq to p coincides with the
standard Ka¨hler structure pI0, ω0q of G{K. By Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3,
the restriction of pI, ωIq to p
C necessarily coincides with pI¯0, ReBpI0 ¨ , ¨ qq.
Moreover, the forms ωI and ωK , being locally G
C-invariant, are uniquely de-
termined everywhere on Ξ (see Rem. 7.4). Then the relations K “ IJ and
ωJ p¨, ¨q “ ωIpI¨, ¨q show that the hyper-Ka¨hler structure is uniquely determined
if the complex structure I is. In turn, because of its G-invariance, I is uniquely
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determined by the map L : Ω Ñ GLRpp
Cq, given by H Ñ LH , which describes
I along the slice. That is,
Ia˚Z “ a˚LHZ.
In our hyper-Ka¨hler setting, the operator LH is an anti-linear anti-involution and
the form ReBpI0 ¨, ¨, q is LH-invariant. Moreover, the condition dωJ “ 0 yields
a system of first order differential equations in the real analytic components of
LH with initial conditions L0 “ I¯0. Then the uniqueness of the solution can be
obtained by applying Cauchy-Kowaleskaya theorem. In the case of G “ SL2pRq
the details of this strategy are carried out in Appendix A. 
8. A potential for ωI.
In this section we determine a G-invariant function ρI with the property that
ωI “ ´dd
c
IρI`p
˚ω0, where ω0 is the standard G-invariant Ka¨hler form on G{K.
Since the projection p : Ξ Ñ G{K is holomorphic (Prop. 3.2), a potential of
p˚ω0 is given by the pull-back of a potential ρ0 of ω0. Then ρ0 ˝ p ` ρI is a
potential of ωI .
We adopt the same strategy used in Section 6. As a preliminary step, for a
class of smooth G-invariant functions ρ : Ξ Ñ R, we determine the associated
function µX : ΞÑ R defined by µXpzq :“ dcIρp rXzq, for X P g (cf. Sect. 6).
Lemma 8.1. Given a smooth function f : R Ñ R, consider the G-invariant
function ρ : ΞÑ R defined by
ρpgaKCq :“ ´1
4
řr
j“1 fpλjpHqqBpAj, Ajq .
For X in g one has
µXpgaKCq “ 1
2
řr
j“1
rfpλjpHqqBpAdg´1X, rI0Aj , Hsq ,
where rfptq “ sin t
t cos t
f 1ptq.
Proof. The G-invariance of ρ and I implies that,
dcIρp rXg¨zq “ dcIρp ČAdg´1Xzq
for every z P Ξ and g P G. So it is sufficient to prove the lemma for g “ e and
z “ aKC, with a “ exp iH and H P Ω1 (see (12)).
Take X P p. Since I rXz “ ĄI0Xz, the G-invariance of ρ implies that dcIρp rXzq “
dρpĄI0Xzq “ 0.
Next, take X P k and decompose it as X “M `
ř
αK
α, as in (1), with M P m
and Kα “ Xα ` θXα in krαs. Since ĂMz “ 0 for z “ aKC, one has dcIρpĂMzq “ 0.
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For α ­“ λ1, . . . , λr and K
α “ Xα ` θXα in krαs, set P α “ Xα ´ θXα in
prαs. Also set I0P
α “: P β “ Xβ ´ θXβ in prβs and Kβ “ Xβ ` θXβ. Note that
β ­“ 0. Then by (11), Lemma 2.2(iii) and (7) one has
dcIρpĂKαzq “ ´dρpIa˚ sinαpHqiP αq “ dρpa˚ sinαpHqiFaI0F´1a P αq “
dρ
`
a˚
sinαpHq cos βpHq
cosαpHq
iP β
˘
“ ´dρ
`
sinαpHq cos βpHq
sinβpHq cosαpHq
ĂKβz˘ “ 0 .
For α “ λl, with l “ 1, . . . r, one has
dcIρp
ĂK lzq “ dρ`a˚ sin λlpHqiFaI0F´1a Pl˘ “ dρ`a˚ sinλlpHqcos λlpHq iAl˘ “
´1
4
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ř
j f
`
λj
`
H ` s sinλlpHq
cosλlpHq
Al
˘˘
BpAj, Ajq “
´1
2
sinλlpHq
cosλlpHq
f 1pλlpHqqBpAl, Alq .
Since
BpAl, Alq “BpI0Al, I0Alq “
´ 1
λlpHq
BprH, K ls, I0Alq “ ´
1
λlpHq
BpK l, rI0Al, Hsq ,
(18)
the above computation yields
dcIρp
rXaKCq “ 12řj rfpλjpHqqBpX, rI0Aj , Hsq ,
as desired. 
Proposition 8.2. Fix a function fI : R Ñ R with the property that
sin t
cos t
f 1Iptq “
cos t ´ 1. The G-invariant function ρI : ΞÑ R defined by
ρIpgaK
Cq :“ ´1
4
řr
j“1 fIpλjpHqqBpAj, Ajq ,
is a potential for ωI´p
˚ω0. In particular the form ωI “ ´dd
c
IρI `p
˚ω0 is closed
pcf. P rop. 5.2 piiiqq.
Proof. We are going to show that ´ddcIρI “ ωI ´ p
˚ω0. By the G-invariance
of the forms involved it is sufficient to prove the statement for z “ aKC, with
a “ exp iH and H P Ω1 (see (12)). Observe that
p˚ω0p rZz, ĂWzq “ ω0pX, Uq “ BpI0X, Uq , (19)
for every Z “ X ` iY and W “ U ` iV in pC. Also recall that by Lemma 6.1,
for every X P p and W P pC one has
´ddcIρIp rXz, ĂWzq “ dµXI pĂWzq ,
where the map µXI can be computed as in Lemma 8.1.
Fix a point z “ aKC in the slice in Ξ1. We perform the computation exploiting
the block decomposition of p given in (1) with the convention pr0s “ a.
‚ ´ ddc
I
ρI “ ωI ´ pi
˚ω0 on a˚p ˆ a˚p.
For X, U P p, by Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 8.1 one has
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´ddcIρIp rXz, rUzq “ dds ˇˇs“0µXI pexp sUaKCq “
“ 1
2
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ř
j
rfIpλjpHqqBpX ´ srU, Xs, rI0Aj, Hsq “
´1
2
řr
j“1
rfIpλjpHqqBpX, rrI0Aj , Hs, Usq .
Moreover
BpX, rrI0Aj , Hs, Usq “ ´BpX, rrU, I0Ajs, Hs ` rrH, Us, I0Ajsq “
´BprH, Xs, rU, I0Ajsq ´BprI0Aj , Xs, rH,Usq “
´BprH, Xs, rAj, I0Usq `BprAj, I0Xs, rH,Usq “
BprAj , rH, Xss, I0Uq ´BpI0X, rAj, rH, Ussq
which, for X “ P α P prαs and U “ Qβ P prβs, becomes
´
`
αpAjqαpHq ` βpAjqβpHq
˘
BpI0P
α, Qβq .
Thus one obtains
´ddcIρIp
ĂP αz, ĂQβzq “ 12 řj rfIpλjpHqq`αpAjqαpHq ` βpAjqβpHq˘BpI0P α, Qβq .
It is clear that ´ddcIρIp rAz, rA1zq “ 0 , for all A, A1 in a. In view of relations (1),
(6) and (7), we are left to check the following cases.
Case α “ 0 and β “ λk. The above computation and our assumption on fI
imply
´ddcIρIp rAz, ĂP kzq “ 12 rfIpλkpHqq2λkpHqBpI0A, P kq “ pcos λkpHq´1qBpI0A, P kq “
“ ωIp rAz, ĂP kzq ´ p˚ω0p rAz, ĂP kzq ,
where the last identity follows from (19) and
cos λkpHqBpI0A, P
kq “ BpI0FaA, FaP
kq “ ωIp rAz, ĂP kzq .
Case α “ ek ` el and β “ ek ´ el. Since λk “ α ` β and λl “ α ´ β, one
has
´ddcIρIp
ĂP αz, ĂQβzq “ 12` rfIpλkpHqqpαpHq`βpHqq`rfIpλlpHqqpαpHq´βpHqq˘B`I0P α, Qβ˘ “
1
2
` rfIpλkpHqqλkpHq ` rfIpλlpHqqλlpHq˘BpI0P α, Qβq “`
cosλkpHq`cos λlpHq
2
´ 1
˘
BpI0P
α, Qβq .
By the trigonometric identity
cos 2tk ` cos 2tl “ 2 cosptk ` tlq cosptk ´ tlq
one obtains
1
2
pcosλkpHq ` cosλlpHqqBpI0P
α, Qβq “ BpI0FaP
α, FaQ
βq “ ωIpĂP αz, ĂQβzq .
Hence
´ddcIρIp
ĂP αz, ĂQβzq “ ωIpĂP αz, ĂQβzq ´ p˚ω0pĂP αz, ĂQβzq .
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Case α “ ek “ β. Since λk “ 2α, one has
´ddcIρIp
ĂP αz, ĂQαzq “ 12 rfIpλkpHqqλkpHqBpI0P α, Qαq “ 12` cosλkpHq´1˘BpI0P α, Qαq “
pcos2 αpHq ´ 1qBpI0P
α, Qαq “ ωIpĂP αz, ĂQαzq ´ p˚ω0pĂP αz, ĂQαzq
where in the last equality one uses
cos2 αpHqBpI0P
α, Qαq “ BpI0FaP
α, FaQ
αq “ ωIpĂP αz, ĂQαzq .
‚ ´ ddc
I
ρI “ 0 on a˚p ˆ a˚ip.
Take X P p and iV P ip. By Lemma 2.2(i) one has ĂiV z “ dds ˇˇs“0 exp sC exp ipH`
sVaqK
C, with C P k. Thus
´ddcρIp rXz, ĂiV zq “ dds ˇˇs“0µXI pexp sC exp ipH ` sVaqKCq “
1
2
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ř
j
rfpλjpH ` sVaqqBpAdexp´sCX, rI0Aj , H ` sVasq “
1
2
ř
j
rf 1pλjpHqqλjpVaqBpX, rI0Aj, Hsq`rfpλjpHqq`BprX,Cs, rI0Aj , Hsq`BpX, rI0Aj, Vasq˘ .
All the above summands are zero, since rk, ps Ă p, rp, ps Ă k and Bpp, kq ” 0.
‚ ´ ddc
I
ρI “ ωI on a˚ip ˆ a˚ip.
Case α “ 0 “ β. We show that ´ddcIρIp
ĂiAz, ĂiA1zq “ 0 for every A, A1 P a.
Since rĂiA, ĂiA1s “ ČriA, iA1s “ 0, the usual formula for the exterior derivation
applied to the 1-form dcIρI yields
ddcIρIpĂiAz, ĂiA1zq “ ĂiAzpdcIρIpĂiA1qq ´ ĂiA1zpdcIρIpĂiAqq “
“ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
dρI
`
I d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp siA1 exp tiAaKC ´ I d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp siA exp tiA1aKC
˘
“
“ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
dρI
`
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp siI0A
1a exp tiAKC ´ d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp siI0Aa exp tiA
1KC
˘
.
By Lemma 2.2(ii), for A “ Ak and A
1 “ Al the above expression equals to
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ρI
`
exp s cos λlpH`tAkq
sinλlpH`tAkq
K l exp ipH ` tAkqK
C
˘
` d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ρI
`
exp s cosλkpH`tAlq
sinλkpH`tAlq
Kk exp ipH ` tAlqK
C
˘
,
which vanishes by the G-invariance of ρI .
Case α ­“ 0 and β “ 0. Take iP α P ip, with α ­“ 0, and Ak P a. Then, by
Lemma 2.2(iii)
´ddcIρIpa˚iP
α, a˚iAkq “
1
sinαpHq
ddcIρIpp
ĂKαqz, pĂAkqzq “
´ 1
sinαpHq
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
µK
α
I pexp isAk aK
Cq “
´ 1
2 sinαpHq
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
ř
j
rfpλjpH ` sAkqqBpKα, rI0Aj, H ` sAksq “
´ 1
2 sinαpHq
ř
j
rf 1pλjpHqqλjpAkqBpKα, rI0Aj , Hsq ` rfpλjpHqqBpKα, rI0Aj , Aksq .
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Since λjpAkq “ 0 “ BpK
α, rI0Aj , Aksq for j ­“ k, the above sum reduces to
´ 1
2 sinλkpHq
` rf 1pλkpHqq2BpKα, rI0AkHsq ` rfpλkpHqq˘BpKα, rI0Ak Aksq “
“ 1
2 sinλkpHq
` rf 1pλkpHqq2αpHq ` rfpλkpHqqαpAkq˘BpI0P α, Akq.
This expression vanishes for α ­“ λk, while for P
α “ P k P prλks becomes
1
sinλkpHq
` rf 1pλkpHqqλkpHq ` rfpλkpHqq˘BpI0P k, Akq.
Under our assumption rfptq “ 1
t
pcos t´ 1q, one has rf 1ptq “ ´ 1
t2
pcos t´ 1q ´ sin t
t
,
and consequently
1
sin t
` rf 1ptqt ` rfptq˘ “ ´1 .
Thus
´ddcIρIpa˚iP
α, a˚iAkq “ ´BpI0P
k, Akq “ ωIpa˚iP
k, a˚iAkq .
Case α ­“ 0 ­“ β. Next, consider iP α, iQβ P ip, with α ­“ 0 ­“ β. By Lemma
2.2(i) one has a˚iP
α “ ´ 1
sinαpHq
rKα and a˚iQβ “ ´ 1sinβpHq rCβ , for appropriate
Kα P krαs and Cβ P krβs. Then
´ddcIρIpa˚iP
α, a˚iQ
βq “ 1
sinαpHq sinβpHq
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
µK
α
I pexp sC
β aKCq “
´ 1
2 sinαpHq sinβpHq
ř
j
rfpλjpHqqB`rCβ, Kαs, rI0Aj , Hs˘ “
“ ´ 1
2 sinαpHq sinβpHq
ř
j
rfpλjpHqqB`Kα, rrI0Aj , Hs, Cβs˘ .
By writing
B
`
Kα, rrI0Aj, Hs, C
βs
˘
“ ´B
`
Kα, rrCβ, I0Ajs, Hs ` rrH, C
βs, I0Ajs
˘
“
´
`
αpHqβpAjq ` βpHqαpAjq
˘
B
`
I0P
α, Qβ
˘
one obtains
´ddcIρIpa˚iP
α, a˚iQ
βq “
1
2 sinαpHq sinβpHq
ř
j
rfpλjpHqq`αpHqβpAjq ` βpHqαpAjq˘BpI0P α, Qβq.
In view of relations (1), (6) and (7), we are left to check the following cases.
Case α “ ek ` el and β “ ek ´ el. Since α ` β “ λk and ´α ` β “ ´λl,
one has
´ddcIρIpa˚iP
α, a˚iQ
βq “ 1
2 sinαpHq sinβpHq
` rfpλkpHqqλkpHq´ rfpλlpHqqλlpHq˘BpI0P α, Qβq
cos λkpHq´cos λlpHq
2 sinαpHq sinβpHq
BpI0P
β, Qβq “ ´BpI0P
β, Qβq “ ωIpa˚iP
α, a˚iQ
βq,
due to the trigonometric identity cos 2tk ´ cos 2tl “ ´2 sinptk ` tlq sinptk ´ tlq.
Case α “ ek “ β. One has
´ddcIρIpa˚iP
α, a˚iQ
αq “ 1
2 sin2 αpHq
rfpλkpHqqλkpHqBpI0P α, Qαq
“ 1
2 sin2 αpHq
pcos 2αpHq ´ 1qBpI0P
α, Qαq
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“ ´BpI0P
α, Qαq “ ωIpa˚iP
α, a˚iQ
αq .

9. Appendix A: a proof of uniqueness of the adapted
hyper-Ka¨hler structure for G “ SL2pRq.
Here we carry out a proof of uniqueness of the adapted hyper-Ka¨hler structure
in the case of G “ SL2pRq, as announced in Section 7.
Consider the map pˆkˆΩ` Ñ Ξ, given by pU,C,Hq Ñ expU expC exp iHKC,
which is an analytic diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of t0u ˆ t0u ˆ Ω` onto
its image Ω2 (cf. [KrSt05], Cor. 4.2 ). On Ω2 we consider the vector fields
qAexpU expC exp iHKC :“ dds ˇˇˇ
s“0
exppU ` sAq expC exp iHKC ,
qPexpU expC exp iHKC :“ dds ˇˇˇ
s“0
exppU ` sP q expC exp iHKC ,
qKexpU expC exp iHKC :“ dds ˇˇˇ
s“0
expU exppC ` sKq exp iHKC ,
|iAexpU expC exp iHKC :“ dds ˇˇˇ
s“0
exppUq expC exp ipH ` sAqKC ,
where A :“ rθE, Es, P “ E ´ θE and K “ E ` θE . In particular I0A “ ´P ,
I0P “ A . Moreover rA, Ks “ αpAqP “ 2P and rA, P s “ αpAqK “ 2K (see
(2), (4) and (6)). All above vector fields commute, since they are push-forward
of coordinate vector fields in the product pˆ kˆ Ω`.
Proof of uniqueness of the adapted hyper-Ka¨hler structure ( case of
G “ SL2pRq ). Let
pI, J , K, ωI , ωJ , ωKq
be an arbitrary G-invariant hyper-Ka¨hler structure with the property that J “
Jad and the restriction of the Ka¨hler structure pI, ωIq to p coincides with the
standard Ka¨hler structure pI0, ω0q of G{K. Consider the map L : ΩÑ GLRpp
Cq
which describes I along the slice by
Ia˚Z “ a˚LHZ ,
where H P Ω and a “ exp iH . As observed in the proof of the main Theorem
in Section 7, we need to show that for every H in Ω and Z P pC one has
LHZ “ FaI0F
´1
a Z. Note that
ωJ pa˚Z , a˚W q “ ωIpJ a˚Z , Ia˚W q “ ´ImBpI0Z, LHW q . (20)
Claim. With respect to the basis
tA, P, iA, iP u
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of pC, the anti-linear anti-involution LH of p is represented by the matrix¨
˚˝˚a1 a2 b1 0a3 ´a1 0 b1
b1 0 ´a1 ´a2
0 b1 ´a3 a1
˛
‹‹‚ ,
where a1, a2, a3 and b1 are real-analytic functions of H and b
2
1`a
2
1`a2a3 “ ´1.
Proof of the claim. Let ˆ
A B
C D
˙
be the representative matrix of LH with respect to the above basis, which is
compatible with the decomposition p ‘ ip. Since IJ “ ´J I , it follows that
LHJZ “ ´JLHZ for every Z in p, i.e. LH is anti-linear. This implies that
C “ B and D “ ´A, where
A “
ˆ
a1 a2
a3 a4
˙
and B “
ˆ
b1 b2
b3 b4
˙
.
Since ωJ p ¨ , ¨ q is skew-symmetric, (20) implies that
ImBpI0Z, LHW q “ ´ImBpI0W, LHZq “ ´ImBpLHZ, I0W q
for every Z, W P pC. As tI0 “ ´I0, one obtains
´
ˆ
I0 0
0 I0
˙ˆ
0 Id
Id 0
˙ˆ
A B
B ´A
˙
“ ´
ˆ
tA tB
tB ´tA
˙ˆ
0 Id
Id 0
˙ˆ
I0 0
0 I0
˙
,
which implies I0A “ ´
tAI0 and I0B “
tBI0. Thus the matrix realization of
LH is as claimed and the relation b
2
1` a
2
1` a2a3 “ ´1 follows from the fact that
pLHq
2 “ ´Id. This concludes the proof of the claim.
Then in order to conclude the proof, we need to show that the functions a1
and b1 identically vanish and a3pHq “ ´ cosαpHq (recall that I0A “ ´P and
I0P “ A). This will be done by showing that such functions are solutions of a
system of differential equations with initial conditions a1p0q “ 0 “ b1p0q, a3p0q “
´1. Without loss of generality, in the sequel we assume that the Killing form B
is normalized by BpA,Aq “ BpP, P q “ 1.
‚ b1 ” 0. Let z “ aK
C P Ξ2, with a “ exp iH . Since the vector fields qA, qP ,|iA commute and ωJ is closed, the classical Cartan’s formula gives
dωJ p qAz, qPz, |iAzq “ qAzωJ p qP, |iAq ´ qPzωJ p qA, |iAq `|iAzωJ p qA, qP q “ 0 .
One has
dωJ p qAz, qPz, |iAzq “ ddt ˇˇt“0ωJ p qPexp tAaKC, |iAexp tAaKCq`
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p qAexp tPaKC, |iAexp tPaKCq ` ddt ˇˇt“0ωJ p qAexp ipH`tAqKC , qPexp ipH`tAqKCq “
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“ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
expptA` sP qaKC, d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp tA exp ipH ` sAqKCq`
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
expptP ` sAqaKC, pexp tPaq˚iAq`
` d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ pexp ipH ` tAq˚A,
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp sP exp ipH ` tAqKCq “
“ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp tA exp spP ´ t
2
rA, P s `Opt2qqaKC, pexp tAaq˚iAq`
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp tP exp spA´ t
2
rP,As `Opt2qqaKC, pexp tPaq˚iAq`
` d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ pexp ipH ` tAq˚A, exp ipH ` tAq˚ cosαpH ` tAqP q
which, by (20), gives
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp sp´tαpAqKqaKC, a˚iAq`
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH ` tAqImBpI0A, LH`tAP q “
“ ωJ pa˚αpAq sinαpHqiP, a˚iAq `
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH ` tAqb1pH ` tAq “
“ ´αpAq sinαpHqImBpI0iP, LHiAq `
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH ` tAqb1pH ` tAq “
“ ´αpAq sinαpHqImBpA, LHAq `
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH ` tAqb1pH ` tAq “
“ ´αpAq sinαpHqb1pHq `
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH ` tAqb1pH ` tAq “
“ ´2αpAq sinαpHqb1pHq ` cosαpHq
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
b1pH ` tAq “ 0 .
Equivalently
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
b1pH ` tAq “ 2
αpAq sinαpHq
cosαpHq
b1pHq .
The solution of this differential equation is b1pHq “ ce
´2log cosαpHq “ c
cos2 αpHq
,
where c is a real constant. The initial condition b1p0q “ 0 forces c “ 0 and
consequently b1 ” 0.
‚ a1 ” 0. In this case we choose the vector fields qA, qK and |iA. One has
dωJ p qAz, qKz, |iAzq “ ddt ˇˇt“0ωJ p qKexp tAaKC, |iAexp tAaKCq`
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p qAexp tKaKC, |iAexp tKaKCq ` ddt ˇˇt“0ωJ p qAexp ipH`tAqKC, qKexp ipH`tAqKCq .
The first term on the right-hand side of the equal sign vanishes by the G-
invariance of ωJ . Thus one obtains
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp sAexp tKaKC, pexp tKaq˚iAq`
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ pexp ipH ` tAq˚A,
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp sK exp ipH ` tAqKCq “
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“ ´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp tK exp spA´ trK, As `Opt2qqaKC, pexp tKaq˚iAq`
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ pexp ipH ` tAq˚A, ´ exp ipH ` tAq˚ sinαpH ` tAqiP q “
“ ´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ pa˚pA` tαpAqFaP `Opt
2qq, a˚iAq`
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
sinαpH ` tAqImBpI0A, LH`tAiP q “
“ ´ωJ pa˚αpAqFaP, a˚iAq `
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
sinαpH ` tAqReBpP, LH`tAP q “
“ αpAq cosαpHqImBpI0P, LHiAq ´
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
sinαpH ` tAqa1pH ` tAq “
“ ´αpAq cosαpHqReBpA, LHAq ´
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
sinαpH ` tAqa1pH ` tAq “
“ ´αpAq cosαpHqa1pHq ´
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
sinαpH ` tAqa1pH ` tAq “
“ ´2αpAq cosαpHqa1pHq ´ sinαpHq
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
a1pH ` tAq “ 0 .
Equivalently
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
a1pH ` tAq “ ´
2αpAq cosαpHq
sinαpHq
a1pHq .
For H ­“ 0 the solution of this differential equation is a1pHq “ ce
´2log sinαpHq “
c
sin2 αpHq
and, due to the initial condition a1p0q “ 0, one has limHÑ0 a1pHq “ 0.
Hence c “ 0 and a1 ” 0.
‚ a3pHq “ ´ cosαpHq. For this choose the vector fields qP , qK and |iA. One
has
dωJ p qPz, qKz, |iAzq “ ddt ˇˇt“0ωJ p qKexp tPaKC, |iAexp tPaKCq`
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p qPexp tKaKC, |iAexp tKaKCq ` ddt ˇˇt“0ωJ p qPexp ipH`tAqKC , qKexp ipH`tAqKCq ,
where the first term on the right-hand side of the equal sign vanishes by the
G-invariance of ωJ . Thus one obtains
´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp sP exp tKaKC, d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp tK exp ipH ` sAqKCq`
` d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp sP exp ipH ` tAqKC, d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp sK exp ipH ` tAqKCq “
“ ´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ p
d
ds
ˇˇ
s“0
exp tK exp spP ´ trK,P s `Opt2qqaKC, pexp tKaq˚iAq`
` d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
ωJ pexp ipH ` tAq˚ cosαpH ` tAqP, ´ exp ipH ` tAq˚ sinαpH ` tAqiP q “
(recall that rK,P s “ 2A)
“ ωJ p2a˚A, a˚iAq
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´ d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH ` tAq sinαpH ` tAqωJ pexp ipH ` tAq˚P, exp ipH ` tAq˚iP q “
“ ´2ImBpI0A,LH iAq`
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH` tAq sinαpH` tAqImBpI0P, LH`tAiP q “
“ ´2ReBpP, LHAq ´
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH ` tAq sinαpH ` tAqReBpA, LH`tAP q “
“ ´2a3pHq ´
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH ` tAq sinαpH ` tAqa2pH ` tAq “
“ ´2a3pHq `
d
dt
ˇˇ
t“0
cosαpH`tAq
a3pH`tAq
sinαpH ` tAq “ 0 .
For the last equality we use that, since a1 “ b1 ” 0, one has a2 “ ´
1
a3
(see
claim). Due to the initial condition a3p0q “ ´1 and the fact that αpAq “ 2, it
follows that a3pHq “ ´ cosαpHq. This concludes the proof. 
10. Appendix B: the canonical Ka¨hler form and its potential
Define ρcan : ΞÑ R by
ρcanpgaK
Cq :“ 1
2
BpH,Hq ,
for gaKC P Ξ with a “ exp iH , and set ωcan “ ´dd
c
Jρcan, where J “ Jad. As
mentioned in the introduction, Ξ can be thought as a G-invariant domain in the
cotangent bundle T ˚G{K. In this realization, from the results in [GuSt91] and
[LeSz91] (see also [Sz91]), it follows that ωcan coincides with the canonical real
symplectic form on T ˚G{K.
An analogous computation as in Proposition 6.2 gives the following Lie group
theoretic realization of ωcan and of the associated moment map on Ξ Ă G
C{KC.
Proposition 10.1. The function ρcan is a G-invariant potential of the canonical
symplectic form, determined by
ωcanp rZaKC, ĂWaKCq :“ ´ImB`Z, E´1a FaW˘ ,
for Z, W P pC. Equivalently,
ωcanpa˚Z, a˚W q “ ´ImB
`
F´1a Z, E
´1
a W
˘
.
The moment map µcan : ΞÑ g
˚ associated with ρcan is given by
µcanpgaK
CqpXq “ B
`
Adg´1X, H
˘
.
Remark 10.2. By means of Lemma 5.2 pi q and Proposition 10.1, one can check
that the form ωJ is the pull-back of ωcan via the G-equivariant map ψ defined
in Section 4. pcf. Rem. 4.5 and [DaSz97], Thm. 4.1q.
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